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2019KEYWESTCHALLENGE LARGESTCATCHES
SPECIES
SNAPPER............................................Julio Dominguez .......................................24 Pounds

MACKEREL ........................................Matt Speake...............................................15 Pounds

GROUPER...........................................Jesus Rodriguez .........................................20 Pounds

BARRACUDA (est) .............................John Patrick ...............................................35 Pounds

BONITA ..............................................Jim Harper..................................................18 Pounds

AMBERJACK (est) ..............................Maggie La Roque.......................................60 Pounds

SHARK (est) .......................................Jeff Anderson.............................................500 Pounds

TUNA .................................................Pat Madden ...............................................31 Pounds

KINGFISH ...........................................AmandaMushlin .......................................31 Pounds

DOLPHIN < 20 LBS .............................Kevin Quinton ...........................................15 Pounds

DOLPHIN > 20 LBS .............................John Anderson...........................................48 Pounds

GOLIATH GROUPER...........................Ross Vizard .................................................350 Pounds

WAHOO .............................................Gulliermo Pernas .......................................32 Pounds

SAILFISH ............................................Clint Werth.................................................35 Pounds

2019KEYWESTCHALLENGEWINNINGTEAMS
— CHARTER —

POSITION BOAT NAME TEAM NAME TOTAL
First Place.......................Linda D IV ......................Motiva Leadership ....................910
Second Place ...................Wild Bill ...........................Shell National ........................880
Third Place ....................Jolly Roger..................Shell Fleet Solutions #1.................875

— OPEN FISHERMAN —
POSITION BOAT NAME TEAM NAME TOTAL
First Place...........................All In ..................Motiva Commercial Sales #2 ............700
Second Place....................Outcast ................Shell Lubes Indirect Team #2 ............685
Third Place....................Matchpoint..................Shell Lubes Northwest .................560

— COMEBACK AWARD FOR BOTH DIVISIONS —

BOAT NAME TEAM NAME TOTAL
Double Down..........................Motiva Commercial Sales...........................795

— TOP FEMALE ANGLERS —
MicheleWit • Giliene Osvak
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H
ow will we cure diabetes?
By targeting all of the major
research areas needed to

restore insulin production.
As one of the largest and most

comprehensive research centers in
the world, the DRI houses teams of
scientists, engineers, and clinicians
with the expertise required to tackle
this disease frommany angles.
This approach, combining both

technology and medicine, drives
the vision behind the DRI BioHub,
a multidisciplinary, three-pronged
strategy to cure diabetes.
The BioHub strategy builds

upon decades of cure-focused
research and addresses critical
challenges that stand in the way
of a biological cure. It is based
upon the premise that:

• If we need to transplant insulin-
producing islet cells to replace

those that are destroyed by the
immune system, then we must
engineer a mini-pancreas in a
Site within the body to house
the cells.

• If we are to Sustain the survival
of the transplanted islets, then
they need protection from the
immune system rejection, as well
as from the autoimmune attack
that initially caused the onset of
the disease.

• If we can halt autoimmunity with
safe and effective immunotherapies,

then we may be alble to Sustain
natural insulin production before
all the insulin producing cells are
lost.

• If we can halt autoimmunity, we
may regenerate a person’s own
insulin-producing cells, creating
a natural Supply within the body.

• If we need more insulin-producing
cells for transplant, then we
must create an unlimited Supply
for mi l l ions of people with
diabetes who can benefit.

These three principal research
avenues, collectively referred to as
the “Three S’s” — SITE, SUSTAIN,
SUPPLY — are being vigorously
pursued simultaneously by the
DRI’s investigators and all of our
global collaborators in a waste-no-
time approach.16

THE SEARCH FOR A CURE
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T
he late afternoon air smelled
almost of anticipation on
the crowded Key West pier,
with a hint of saltwater
b l own off the Gu l f o f

Mexico. Across the water lay
Christmas Tree Island, fringed with
scrubby trees and ringed with a
necklace of liveaboard sailboats
at anchor.
On the pier, a kilted bagpiper

paced with steady rhythm as he
piped. A cat performed intricate
tricks and twirls under the direction
of an exuberant Frenchman. A thin
dark man sporting a long ponytail
walked a tightrope, eliciting gasps
andmurmurs.
Guitar players, artisans displaying

handmade wares, jewelry sellers
and a woman hawking baked
goods from the basket of a well-
used bicycle stood out against the
crowd. People were everywhere —
visitors and Key West locals, old and

young, hippies and diamond-clad
matrons, small children practically
vibrating with excitement — all
sampling the exotic banquet of
faces, sights and sounds on the
waterfront pier.
In 1973, emerging entertainer

Jimmy Buffett had released his now-
classic song “I Have Found Me a
Home” about Key West. Early in his
residence, Buffett absorbed the vibe
of the offbeat island at the tip of the
Florida Keys — whose history
embraced pirates and shipwreck
salvors and rumrunners, and
whose inhabitants over the years
ranged from literary legend Ernest
Hemingway to renegade saloon-
keeper Captain Tony Tarracino.
Key West changed a bit after

Jimmy released the song, since not
even an edge-of-the-continent
paradise can remain the same. By

the mid-1980s there was more
traffic on rowdy Duval Street, and
a faint sophistication blended
with the free-and-easy mañana
atmosphere.
But underneath, the island was

still the same grand old lady she had
always been — like an eccentric
aunt who was sometimes slightly
raucous, but always genuine in her
warmth and welcome. And nothing
exemplified that essential warmth
more than the crowds of visitors,
locals, street performers and
vendors who gathered at the
waterfront Mallory Square every
night, glorying in life as the sun
sank beneath the Gulf of Mexico
horizon.
Most nights, a visitor to the

Mallory Square Sunset Celebration
would find the air heady with
the breath of humidity and the
fragrance of fat exotic blossoms.
Saltwater and incense added to the
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musky perfume, and mismatched guitar chords
drifted out over the water.
Dogs wandered the pier purposefully, as if on a

mission, and parrots of all hues could be spotted
on bicycle handlebars or the shoulders of 20th-
century buccaneers. When, inevitably, the sun
went down to the accompaniment of laughter
and applause, the energy of the coming night
could be felt strong as a pulsebeat.
In the afterglow each evening, people

scattered. Some headed for Captain Tony’s
ramshackle saloon not far from Mallory, while
others drifted toward Duval Street to watch the
world go by from restaurant balconies. Many
sought out Buffett’s favorite haunts or strolled
through the tree-lined Old Town neighborhood,
watching lights bloom in the windows of
weathered Victorian houses.
Chances are, a good number of those veterans

of the Mallory Square Sunset Celebration found
themselves sitting, sunburned and satisfied, over
a frosty margarita — feeling the same sense of
belonging that prompted Jimmy
Buffett to write, in his early
anthem to KeyWest, “You can
have the rest of everything I
own, ‘cause I have found
me a home…”

—Carol Shaughnessy

The nightly sunset celebration at Key
West’s Mallory Square is a must-see event
for visitors to the southernmost city. Its

attractions range from street performers
like Bounce and Ooo La La, shown

above, to artisans selling hand-crafted
goods and the show’s undisputed star: the
blazing sun sinking beneath the horizon.

MATT KIEFFER/FLICR
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K
ey West is the final stop on the Overseas
Highway, where the land ends and meets
the sea amid 19th-century charm and 21st-

century attractions. The ambiance of continental
America’s southernmost city is embedded in its
quaint, palm-studded streets, historic hundred-
year-old gingerbread mansions and a relaxed
citizenry of self-styled “Conchs” (pronounced
konks).
At day’s end in Key West, visitors gather at

Mallory Square to experience the daily ‘sunset
celebration’ — a tradition that Key Westers share
with visitors. While musicians, jugglers, mimes
and other performers provide entertainment,
the sun sinks slowly below the horizon as sunset
cruise boats sail by in KeyWest Harbor.

Dining opportunities in the island city are as
enticing as the sunset. Cuisine choices are varied
and unique, but most restaurants feature great
area seafood such as shrimp, Florida lobster,
conch chowder, local fish and stone crab claws.
Key lime pie is a heavenly end to an exquisite
meal.
The nightlife in Key West can be exciting and

diverse. The ‘Duval Crawl’ is a popular phrase
used to describe fun-seekers’ evening jaunts up
and down the island's main street to sample local
music, numerous taverns and entertainment
offerings.
For more culturally oriented visitors, theater is

available at several playhouses and the Key West
Symphony offers periodic concerts.

ENJOYKEYWEST
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